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Abstract: The Digital Revolution is inducing major threats to many types of human systems.
We present the SVIDT method (a Strengths, Vulnerability, and Intervention Assessment related to
Digital Threats) for managing the vulnerabilities of human systems with respect to digital threats and
changes. The method first performs a multilevel system–actor analysis for assessing vulnerabilities
and strengths with respect to digital threats. Then, the method identifies threat scenarios that may
become real. By constructing, evaluating, and launching interventions against all identified digital
threats and their critical negative outcomes, the resilience of a specific human system can be improved.
The evaluation of interventions is done when strengthening the adaptive capacity, i.e., a system’s
capability to cope with negative outcomes that may take place in the future. The SVIDT method
is embedded in the framework of coupled human–environment systems, the theory of risk and
vulnerability assessment, types of adaptation (assimilation vs. accommodation), and a comprehensive
sustainability evaluation. The SVIDT method is exemplarily applied to an enterprise (i.e., a Swiss
casino) for which online gaming has become an essential digital-business field. The discussion reflects
on the specifics of digital threats and discusses both the potential benefits and limitations of the
SVIDT method.

Keywords: digital revolution; vulnerability analysis; resilience management; sustainability evaluation;
strategic planning

1. Vulnerability Management as a Means of Successfully Using and Adapting to
Digital Environments

1.1. Objectives

The development of the proposed method has been motivated by the issue that the Digital
Revolution is causing various threats and changes that have the potential to endanger the viability
or future existence of individuals, companies, industries, and other human systems (H). Experts in
computer technology claim that technological threats induce a dramatic transformation of our economy
and societal institutions with unknown benefits and damages [1]. Thus, a challenge for many human
systems is to assess which new demands, types of activities, rules of communication, opportunities,
etc. call for action, and what actions they call for.

We are dealing with situations where a specific human system H* is exposed to evident or potential
digital threats. The paper introduces a comprehensive method for reducing the vulnerability of H* and
for increasing the resilience in regard to these threats for a specific human system H*, which could be
an individual deliberating how to maintain his/her employment, a company whose supply chain is
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undergoing a rapid technological transition, a branch of an industry whose products are being replaced
by digital services, or a region of a city whose industrial production and services are susceptible to
being replaced by digital technologies.

Here, the challenges are to identify digital threats and to assess the strengths and vulnerabilities of H*,
as well as to think about what adaptions by which appropriate actions (interventions) are meaningful.
We call these actions intervention scenarios. In practice, the challenge is to identify those threats that
demand rapid interventions, in addition to other threats that may require major actions in the future.
In the frame of strategic planning, this may require increasing adaptive capacity. Thus, the vulnerability
assessment goes beyond risk assessment and takes a different perspective. Instead of providing
an a priori analysis and an evaluation of the loss potential for a human system, H, when exposed to
a threat (i.e., risk), it identifies and evaluates the action strategies H may take if a threat has become
real [2], which is the adaptive capacity.

The proposed method includes the identification of the main actors whose behaviors, demands,
services, etc. are likewise changing due to the rapid spread of technologies. This is done by
looking for win–win strategies among related actors, e.g., partners of the supply-chain network [3].
The identification of main actors or stakeholders (including governmental framing agents) is
accomplished by multilevel coupled-systems analysis. This is done as we relate to a hierarchical conception
of human systems (including individuals, groups, and organizations such as companies or NGOs,
institutions, societies, supra-societal levels, and the human species). This (level of) hierarchical order
facilitates a better conceptualization and modeling of the rationales and goals of human systems when
referring to different social sciences (see Supplementary Materials S1 and S2). It includes top-down
and bottom-up processes. When structuring the complexity, we further suggest looking at coupled
systems. We focus on how H* interacts with the main actors H (as important elements of the social
environment) and how H* and other actors cope and adapt to rapidly changing digital environments
(ED). Thus, we deal with complex, coupled human–environment (HES) systems that are becoming
an increasingly important aspect of sustainability research [4–6].

1.2. The Specifics of Digital Threats

We define the digital environments of human systems simply as all technologies and
(human-made) information that is based on digital data. We may state that the digital age began in
2002, the first year in which digital storage capacity become larger than analog capacity [7].

Scholz [8] argues that digital technology heralds a new, historically unknown stage of the
appropriation of nature. He stresses that large-scale and potentially unintended and unwanted
side effects or secondary feedback loops (also called rebound effects) of the use of digital technology
should become the focus of research programs. One example of this is the manipulation of DNA,
which is mostly conceived as a genuine digital construct (if the folding of the DNA, which usually is
conceived to be analog, is ignored). Digital technology allows for directed evolution (e.g., the genetic
manipulation of seeds) that may result in unwanted side effects and feedback loops (for references and
an explanation, see [8]). The same holds true for the ongoing development toward the integration of
living cells in computers. Computers take on organismic characteristics and become biocomputers,
whose understanding may call for new forms of logic as the functioning of cells may differ from that
of relays.

Moreover, the human individual (in general) is also facing potential digital threats. There are
theoretical arguments (see [8]) that excessive exposure to information and stimuli from digital media
may have epigenetic effects or may have the potential to alter brain structure in certain users. The putative
reason for this potential involves the intense exposure to new types and (as yet unknown) speeds and
informational content (which may also induce Internet addiction [9,10]). Further, from the perspective
of Western common-law rights, the human individual’s right to privacy may be undermined,
diminished, or redefined by Big Data [11,12].
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From a societal perspective, the rapid and fundamental change of economic and social structures
calls for resilience management. Solid research and modeling, for instance, reveal that 47% of the current
jobs in the US are at risk of being eliminated [13,14]. Here, the US may be considered as a specific
H, and the loss of jobs considered the digital threat to which the proposed method may be applied.
The automatization of society by globally networking, interactive systems is rapidly changing and calls
for new forms of managing global techno-socio-economic-environmental systems on all scales [15,16].

We want to note that the proposed method may be applied not only to digital threats but also
to other factors such as disaster management and risks related to, for example, the societal impacts
of migration. However, it has been shaped specifically for environmental threats. When we think
about the specifics of the Digital Revolution or Transition, we can see that the new type of knowledge
representation (digital vs. analog), and the speed, volume, and ubiquity of information storage,
retrieval, processing, and transmission form the essence that changes technology and communication.
We think that this rapid spread of digital technology challenges companies, institutions, and other
H with more than just a soft, assimilation-like adaptation. In many cases, there will be a need to
develop new behavioral, cognitive, organizational, material (including technological), and operative
structures in order to cope with environmental demands and to maintain viability. This thorough
type of adaptation is called accommodation [17]. Digital threats, therefore, represent a particular
variant of the innovator’s dilemma [18] and can cause discontinuities on the level of organizations and
industries [19,20], as H will often be challenged for disruptive innovation.

1.3. Methodological Background

The presented method on the resilience management of H in order to confront digital threats refers
to three methodologies and related (sub)disciplinary methodologies. The first are problem-structuring
methods (PSM, systemic structuring) as a part of operations research (OR). Problem-structuring methods
acknowledge the subjective and contextual sides of modeling a perceived problematic situation and
the demand by users to not only describe but also manage a system [21]. This stream includes
Strategic Choice [22], Soft Systems Methodology [23], the Viable System Model [24], and, in particular,
Strategic Options Management [25] as the proposed method that will provide intervention scenarios.

The second is transdisciplinarity as an important methodology of the emerging discipline of
sustainability science [26–28]. Transdisciplinarity is considered to be a methodology that integrates
knowledge from science and from practice in the sustainable transitioning of ill-defined, complex,
societally relevant, real-world problems. The development of methods for this endeavor began
in the 1990s, when tools for structuring sustainable transitions were demanded [29,30]. Here,
Robert Yin’s idea of embedded case studies has offered important input. The term “embedded”
indicates that a complex, real-world situation of interest is considered within a conceptual grid (which
acknowledges the complexity of the case). Based on this embedding, we may develop methods
of problem representation, problem formation, and problem transitioning (including evaluation).
A recent paper discusses the challenges of structuring (more than forty large-scale) transdisciplinary
processes [31].

The third methodology for coping with threats, hazards, etc. is known as risk and decision sciences,
which represent an important reference stream. From a methodological perspective, risk and decision
sciences overlap the previously described streams, but both have their own scientific communities and
journals. Risk research has strong economic [32], psychological [33], and human health [34] foundations
among others. Given the character of digital threats (in particular, their complexity, the incompleteness
of information, and the potential costs of failing to act), we suggest extending the risk concept by the
property of adaptive capacity (see Section 2.1, [2]), which assesses a system’s capability to cope with
threats from a posterior perspective if they have become real. Experimental research has shown that
adaptive capacity is cognized as a specific component of technological threats [35]. Finally, we want to
mention that the proposed method, SVIDT, utilizes a specific form of evaluation, i.e., it integrates ideas
from potential bio-ecological potential assessment (BEPA; [30]) into multicriteria evaluation [36,37].
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The presented Strengths, Vulnerability, and Intervention Analysis against Digital Threats (SVIDT)
method may be perceived as a method of strategic management. It is a semi-quantitative method and
thus avoids quantified modeling (if the data or uncertainty does not allow for it), focus a structured,
data-based systemic strategy formation [38]. In some respects, the SVIDT analysis resembles the
SWOT analysis ([39], which will be included as a substep). Both approaches support the management
process of innovation. In other respects, the two methods differ. The SVIDT method is conceptually
and methodologically a hybrid method that includes formative scenario analysis, multilevel analysis,
vulnerability assessment, multi-attribute utility assessment, and other methods for certain steps.

The presented method is not designed for desktop studies only. Characteristics of PSM
knowledge from key agents (from practice) must be involved, as this method is achieved through
problem-structuring processes [40–43] or in (Mode 2) transdisciplinary processes, in which integrated
processes from practice and science are launched [26,28,44–46].

1.4. What Will Be Found in the Following Sections?

Section 2 first introduces the concepts of vulnerability and resilience, and then specifies the
conception of coupled systems on which the multilevel analysis is based. The section also discusses
a systemic sustainability function that will be used to assess and prioritize interventions. Section 3
presents the scaffolding for the SVIDT. Section 4 illustrates the SVIDT method using the case of Swiss
gambling casinos and their adaptation to online gambling. The discussion and conclusion (Sections 4
and 5) stress how commercial enterprises can benefit from SVIDT analysis and how to cope with
practical and theoretical challenges related to the proposed methodology.

2. Theoretical and Conceptual Foundations of Vulnerability Management

2.1. Vulnerability and Resilience in the Frame of Sustainability

The concept of vulnerability became an important concept in the Third Assessment Report of the
International Panel of Climate Change: “Vulnerability is conceived as the degree to which a system
is susceptible to, or unable to cope with, adverse effects . . . including . . . variability and extremes.
Vulnerability is a function of the character, magnitude, and rate of . . . [external] variation to which
a system is exposed, its sensitivity, and its adaptive capacity” [6,47]. Thus, Scholz et al. [2] formally
define vulnerability as a function of exposure toward a threat, (uncertain) sensitivity with respect to
the impacts of a threat, and the adaptive capacity to cope with these impacts (if they have become real).
This we may (semiformally) write as

vul = f (exposure, sensitivity, adaptive capacity) (1)

The SVIDT method should ensure that human systems (For simplicity, both the singular and plural forms
of human system are abbreviated as H.), H, reduce their vulnerability against threats that emerge from the
ubiquitous spread of digital technologies. As vulnerability is the complement of resilience (see below
or [2,48–52]), applying the SVIDT method involves resilience management. Resilience management
is a key component of sustainability management. This holds true, at least, if we refer to the following
definition of sustainability as:

(I) an ongoing inquiry for
(II) system-limit management (i.e., avoiding system collapse)
(III) in the frame of intra-generational and
(IV) intergenerational justice [53,54].

Resilience—and thus vulnerability—refers to (II) system-limit management. We argue that
vulnerability management against digital threats is a challenge for avoiding (human systems’)
“hard landings”.
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2.2. The Relationship between Risk and Vulnerability

Risk can be defined as a function of exposure toward an uncertain threat (i.e., an event with
negative outcomes) and the sensitivity of a system toward the impacts of this threat, i.e.,

risk = g(exposure, sensitivity) (2)

The presented definition has been used predominantly in toxicology [55]. A decision theoretic
definition relates exposure to the choice among different alternatives, of which one is linked to
an uncertain negative outcome [56]. Exposure is operationalized by the intensity at which a human
system, H, is exposed to an environmental pollutant or another type of environmental threat (which we
may define as Ethreat). Sensitivity is recognized as the set of negative impacts in the (material)
biophysical layer of a human system (called Hm) or the socio-epistemic layer (called Hs, which,
in the case of a human individual, can be considered as the psychological layer). Figure 1 presents this
relationship in graphical form. The upper part of the two boxes on the right in Figure 1 denotes the
abiotic environment Eabio; the lower part denotes the biotic environment Eabio. An environmental threat
can be induced by the digital environment.

For instance, the (blue) radiation of (certain) computer screens [57] may cause melatonin deficiency
(in Hm of young students) and, thereby, the potential for developing a sleeping problem and/or
a mental disorder (on the level Hs) [58]. An individual may adapt by looking at the screen less,
wearing special glasses, or choosing screens that emit less “critical blue light”. All three of these
actions reduce exposure. Moreover, if the individual were to ingest supplementary melatonin in pill
form, this would result in reducing sensitivity for him or her. In the face of digital threats, a desired
capability of a system is:

(1) To diagnose, anticipate, and evaluate critical negative impacts; and
(2) To have the sufficient resources (e.g., financial means) to change the behavioral setting in order to

(2a) Reduce exposure,
(2b) Reduce sensitivity (and increase robustness), and
(2c) Cope with any negative impacts that have taken place.

The latter (2c) we call adaptive capacity.
We denote the perception or assessment of (pure) risk by a human system as risk function.

The risk function can be considered an evaluation of the loss potential linked to a situation (or—in
decision theoretic terms—of a decision alternative). Risk management is linked to (1) and (2) above.
In principle, risk management is rather reactive by nature. Vulnerability assessment evaluates the means
that can be taken to reduce risk and includes an evaluation of what can be done when the negative
events have already taken place. Improving the adaptive capacity means to empower the repertoire of
cognitive, behavioral, organizational, operative, financial, etc. capabilities in an anticipatory manner
that is needed when a negative event becomes real. Increasing the adaptive capacity is proactive
by nature.

We should note that the above-mentioned also holds true if we switch to speculative risk [59],
which includes the evaluation of potential losses in relation to potential gains/benefits. Cognitively,
risk is a subjective and idiosyncratic evaluation of an individual or a specific assessment of a human
system. The expected value or expectancy value can serve as a risk function, but there are many others
such as the highest potential loss or the probability of critical losses [56,60]. The presented vulnerability
concept was developed by ecologists. The idea of vulnerability and adaptation describes aspects of
evolution and counters conceptions of staticness and equilibria [61,62], as organismic systems are
supposed to collapse, reorganize, and evolutionarily develop.
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2.3. Vulnerability from a Multilevel Coupled Human–Environment Systems Perspective

We suggest that vulnerability assessment calls for considering the coupling of human systems H
with the digital environment ED, particularly if we want to assess the vulnerabilities with respect to
the key performance of interest. Let us exemplarily consider a specific company H* that wants to remain
a key actor in the market. Whether this is feasible depends on the rationales of other human systems
H, particularly those that are affecting the key performance.

For instance, for a company of interest, the supply–demand chain [63] includes the key human
systems and human systems’ actions, the material and human resources used by these actors
(including ED), and the (digital and non-digital) information involved in: (a) the (upstream)
supply chain by suppliers; (b) the (downstream) demand side by customers; (c) the company
itself; and (d) framing agents that may affect the functioning of the whole supply–demand chain.
Please note that other human systems involved in the supply–demand chain may call for different
definitions. For instance, for the human individual as customer, we may refer to models such as the
customer journey [64].

For structuring the complexity, we refer to the Human Environment Systems (HES)
framework [6,65]. This framework (see Supplementary S1) includes postulates on structuring HES.
The first is the Complementary Postulate P1. This is visualized in Figure 1 and in the above-presented
complementarity between the material–biophysical layer Hm and a socio-epistemic cultural layer of
human systems Hs (Scholz, 2016 or Scholz, 2011, Chapter 16). We argue that, since the Benenson
automaton [66], computers are on the cusp of becoming (semi-)organismic beings, and, thus, they also
have a “socio-epistemic” layer, which we call Hs. Additionally, biocomputers that include cells
are considered to have a mind. This is represented by part of the shaded area in the lower-right,
framed middle rectangular section of Figure 1 (and might be denoted as ES bio). We do not examine this
point in depth here, but we argue that human systems may reflect on adaptive capacity in response to
threats to the biotic and abiotic environment.

The HES framework takes a hierarchy perspective (see Supplementary S2, Postulate 2). It is
interesting that, for each level of human systems, one finds a scientific discipline (at least one) that
is specialized to describe the drivers and rationales of the human system. For instance, cell biology
for cells, psychology for the human individual, business science for companies, or anthropology and
philosophy for the human species (see above; Table S2 in Supplementary S2). An essential issue in
the HES framework is that human systems on different hierarchy levels have different goals, drivers,
and rationales. This induces interferences (Supplementary S1, Postulate 3) and conflicting goals.
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Individuals want to protect their privacy. Governments, which represent societies’ interests, have to
protect social interests. An example is the case of the US White House vs. Apple in regard to unlocking
the code of a smartphone owned by Syed Rizwan Farook, who was judged to be a terrorist after killing
14 people with a firearm at a County Department of Public Health meeting after his female partner
pledged allegiance to the leader of the Islamic State and the Levant [67]. We may well imagine that
Barack Obama might have different preferences as a private person (level of the individual) and as
President of the United States (level of society). We can learn from this that stakeholder analysis
is a multilevel issue. Theoretical frameworks such as the HES framework may be considered as
tools for structuring goals and rationales with respect to the vulnerability of actors (human systems).
The hierarchy postulate is a meaningful tool in applications for structuring complexity. A main task
of a vulnerability analysis of digital threats is to identify (delayed) rebound effects that might affect
various human systems on different levels, critical trade-offs, and change rates that may overburden
the adaptation of human systems or launch tipping points (this is the subject of HES Postulate 4;
see Supplementary S1). From a societal perspective, the breaking of privacy by digital technologies may
have strong rebound effects on the principles of democracy [68,69].

Two of the HES frameworks refer strongly to basic postulates of decision research that are applied
in multilevel analysis. One is that any organismic being or human system, from the cell to the
human species, pursues goals and thus has preference functions. Human systems, when confronted
with environmental challenges such as fulfilling a certain need or adapting to digital environments,
may show different degrees of environmental awareness. They may be: (a) self-centered, encapsulated
in their common behavioral, cognitive, etc. routines, and believe that the environment will continue to
provide services in the same way as in the past; (b) aware of their impacts on the environment and
thus notice that, by utilizing specific digital tools, performance is decreasing or increasing; and (c) for
the highest level of environmental awareness, capable of anticipating which secondary feedback loops
are affecting the environment and the human system itself if they take a certain action that may be
linked to the introduction of new digital technologies.

However, a rapid digital revolution may endanger many human systems, H, by overburdening
them. Change rates may be too rapid to allow for adaptation for valuable enterprises, social rules, or systems
of storing and reproducing knowledge. The digital systems may cause unintended side effects and
destroy the foundations necessary for building sustainable social rules, or they themselves may
lack robustness, e.g., in storing fundamental data. Not only librarians but also lawyers talk about
the threat of the “digital time bomb” [70,71]. Cybersecurity will increase in importance, and living
with cybercrime [72] will continue to be a threat for the next several centuries. We stated that the
Digital Revolution changes social and economic structures. Digital technologies have the potential
to support large freelance businesses such as in the case of UBER, which may establish new rules of
economic reproduction.

2.4. Assimilation and Accommodation as Two Levels of Adaptation

If (human) systems are facing transitions within their environments, they have to adapt. A critical
question is whether they possess sufficient adaptive capacity [2,35,50]. In order to better differentiate
forms or depths of adaptation, we introduced (see above) Piaget’s [73] distinction between assimilation
and accommodation. Assimilation means to slightly modify already available behavioral patterns or
structures or to apply them to new problems or environmental challenges. A company, for example,
may introduce new software or technology with the same staff, type of hardware, buildings,
administration, and communication tools. Accommodation, in contrast, calls for the acquisition of new
and not-yet-available structures. This may induce a long-lasting, painful, and erroneous process of
adaptation. In the case of a company, the digital, globalized business may demand new computerized
forms of production and management. These, in turn, may call for new knowledge and, thus, new or
modified staff, or they may require the reorganization of a company. In addition, using English as the
global working language may be seen as adaptation.
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Let us thus consider this distinction with two examples. Piaget developed his theory of ontogenetic
cognitive development and showed that a child is continually developing qualitatively new types of
cognitive operations in order to cope with more complex situations. For instance, when deciding
which of two ratios, a2/b2, is bigger, a child at the preoperative level is cognitively operating with
visual images (of real-world entities) related to the nominator and denominator. Thus, the child may
decide that 6/9 is bigger than 5/9 (as he or she can imagine the relationship by visualizing physical
comparisons). However, when comparing ratios such as 6/9 and 5/8, the child is overburdened and
needs the new cognitive capability of arithmetic (e.g., knowing that “6/9 to 5/8” is equivalent to
“6 × 8 to 5 × 9” and mastering multiplication). This example shows that new, previously unavailable
cognitive rules and algorithms are needed [74] for the comparison of certain fractions (which can be
applied to all fractions).

The difficulties of adaptation to new situations may be well illustrated by, second, turning the
global economy into a digital economy. Digitalized products and services can be produced in all places.
Market leaders are multinational companies that look intelligently for options to save taxes through
suitable transnational inner-company transactions. This has become possible as intangible operations
and assets became more important (and often more valuable) than physical transactions. The costs
of storing and transporting digital products are almost zero. Furthermore, digital products can be
replicated at almost no cost, and numerous firms “outsource many corporate functions to territories
with lower costs” [75] if tangible products do not allow for smart solutions. Neither should we exclude
the possibility that the ownership of cloud technology, 3D printing, and the Internet of Things (IoT)
may disappear among the boundaries of the 193 countries of the United Nations. A critical question
is what the tax system in a digital economy might look like. Several countries and some states of
the US, for instance, try to assimilate and rely on general laws to govern the taxation of digital goods.
Others, such as Kentucky, have enacted new laws that specifically address the taxation of digital
goods [76]. As it is difficult to tax such products reliably, one idea would be to shift all taxation
to the consumer. This could be viewed as accommodation. Digital economics demonstrates a new
type of mobility. The national taxation laws are inhomogeneous and certain mini states may offer
special opportunities. Thus, one may seek a new global taxation in a kind of supra-national setting,
as exemplarily demonstrated by the European Union for environmental regulations and other issues
(but not, as yet, for taxation).

2.5. Vulnerability as a Component of Sustainability Evaluation

Interventionary studies involving animals or humans and other studies that require ethical
approval must list the authority that provided approval and the corresponding ethical approval code.

Resilience is the complementarity of vulnerability and thus means essentially the same. If vulnerability
is assessed quantitatively (by real numbers on a scale between 0 and 1), we may write

rel(H∗) = 1 − vul(H∗) (3)

As shown above, resilience (see Section 2.3 can be considered the operationalization of
(II) “system-limit management” in the above-mentioned definition of sustainability. However,
sustainability is always related to core functions of a system’s performance, the vulnerability of which
should be secured. What exactly is or should be the function of a system and what degree of resilience
is targeted are usually not well defined but rather subjects of ongoing inquiry.

If we want to embed a vulnerability assessment in a comprehensive sustainability evaluation,
we may include it as an indicator in a comprehensive set of indicators [77–82]. For digital threats,
we suggest a different approach, i.e., a semiquantitative, system theoretic evaluation that takes
an evolutionary perspective, i.e., the Bio-Ecological Potential Analysis (BEPA, [30]). The evaluation
includes three main aspects (see Table 1): (1) the function; (2) vulnerability; and (3) the normative aspect
of justice.
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The above mentioned BEPA (and an extended model of evaluation called Sustainable Potential
Analysis (SPA) [83,84] identifies several system properties that affect the vulnerability of a system.
These are the overly fast growth or decline of a system (i.e., change rates, see, Table 1), the question
of whether a system may be considered as well-structured (and whether the dependence on the inputs of
other systems (see Section 2.3) is overly critical. The latter resembles cluster risks in economics.

The proposed sustainability evaluation includes (3) intra- and intergenerational justice. In the
context of the Digital Revolution, this aspect, for instance, refers—if we consider the human species
H as a human system—to the question of in what way(s) digital technologies increase economic and
social inequality. What this may mean for other systems (e.g., individuals or companies) has to be
considered case-wise, and we deal with this partly in Section 5.

Table 1. Aspects of a systemic sustainability evaluation (see [30], Chapter 19 Bio-Ecological Potential
Analysis).

No. Labels from BEPA and SPA Essential Properties

(1) Function/system productivity and
performance The functions a human system may provide

(2)

Vulnerability (ability to accommodate)

Components of vulnerability

(2a) Exposure to threats (probability)

(2b)
Sensitivity to threats (magnitude of harm),
also considered a complement of robustness
(which includes buffer capacity)

(2c) Adaptive capacities

Properties affecting vulnerability

(2.1) Change rates Sensitivity increases in times of overly fast decline or growth
of a system.

(2.2) Well-structuredness Does the system show an inefficient connectivity, edginess,
network structure, or other patterns?

(2.3) (In-)Dependence on other systems Can the system survive if other systems are in a critical state?

(3) Societal justice, normative aspects,
intra- and intergenerational justice

Does the distribution of wealth enter a stage that the poor will
resist? Will future generations (or the system at later points in
time) suffer because of the consumption/environmental
impacts of today’s generation?

3. The SVIDT Method

This section introduces the major steps of the SVIDT method. Certain steps will be illustrated
in some depth in the presented case of the transition of conventional Swiss gambling casinos to
(also offering) online gambling (see Section 4). The “Hitchhiker’s Guide” to SVIDT (see Appendix A)
shows how the different theoretical components may be used for realizing a comprehensive
sustainability evaluation of the relationship between human systems and digital environments
(see Figure A1). The formation of an SVIDT team of scientists (consultants) and members of the
specific system of interest may be seen as an important separate step preceding the study [85,86].
The steps of the procedure are numbered in Figure 2.

Step 1: Goal formation. The scientific team, preferably together with a main representative of the
investigated human system H* formulates a goal that specifies the scope (i.e., the guiding question)
and depth of the vulnerability assessment for the vulnerability management of a specific human
system H* against digital threats. This is best achieved by a guiding question that defines the system
boundaries. If possible, one or a few sufficient target variables should be identified that represent
the coupled system’s performance. A typical guiding question may read: What digital equipment,
knowledge, and practices are needed for reducing energy and raw-material use and for increasing the return
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of investment/profitability of a certain company H*. Here, naturally, the digital technology is part of the
environment and affects the human systems (primarily) by the return of investment as a key function.

Step 2: Coupled system analysis. The analysis starts with the construction of a system model
of the environment of the main actor H∗. This environment includes the identification of the main
actors H1, H2 . . . and of all framing agents. The specific digital environment, i.e., the key digital
technologies that are used to attain the key functions (as described in the guiding question), is part of
this step. By framing agents, we denote those actors, usually of higher levels of human systems such
as institutions or societies, that do not directly interact with H* but whose action strongly affects the
main performance of H*.

Step 3: System analysis of main actors. This step includes an actor analysis [46] and a rough
system analysis of a (sub)set of identified main actors H1, H2, whose actions are expected to affect
the performance of H* depending on the use of digital technologies. This analysis should include
an assessment of the drivers and rationales of the human systems. The digital environment is also
seen as an interface between H* and the other actors.

Step 4: Multilevel system analysis. This step refers to a kind of multi-agent modeling. In a first
step, the main actors are assigned to the specific hierarchy levels (i.e., individual, group, organization,
institution, society, supranational systems, human species). Then, interferences (or synergies) among
the hierarchy levels are assessed. If we are faced with a pre-competitive situation or if there is a strong
partnership with stakeholders [87], we may think about a transdisciplinary process [46] that can be
launched (i.e., including other stakeholders and scientists) to develop improved strategies for H1, H2,
. . . to collaborate with H* in jointly designed digital environments.
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Step 5: Strengths and weaknesses of H*. The research team, most advantageously in collaboration
with agents from, deliberate and identify digital threats for H*, its coupling to digital environments,
its subsystems, different fields of action, dependencies on other systems, products, services, etc.
Usually, in this step, a transformational view is taken. This means that a point in the (foreseeable) future
(i.e., in a time range of five years) may be taken as a reference when certain activities have become
digitally governed. This step should already include an identification and sampling of (single) threats
(see Figure 3).

Step 6: Threat scenarios. The most important, comprehensive, and critical steps are (see Figure 2):
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(6.1) the identification of digital threats,
(6.2) the construction of threat scenarios, and
(6.3) the assessment of the deliberation of vulnerability (among a research team or in a dialogue between

scientists/method experts and representatives of H*) with the three main components: exposure,
sensitivity, and adaptive capacity.

Step 6 includes a complex process of differentiating the system model (of Step 2) and specifying
what the main digital threats are, how threats may jointly appear (i.e., the construction of threat
scenarios; see Figures 3 and 4), and what negative outcomes can result (that call for interventions
related to improving digital technologies and knowledge). This induces a deliberation of initially vague
and intuitive (holistic and gut-feeling-based) rough ideas about threats and the three components of
vulnerability, i.e.,

• the degree of exposure;
• the likelihood of negative effects given a certain exposure, i.e., sensitivity; and
• adaptive capacity that evaluates what countermeasures can be taken against threat scenarios to

avoid a “hard landing” of H*.

The process of identifying threats can be accomplished by brainstorming with the help of the
repertory grid method (e.g., when comparing threats on different domains or subsystems [88,89]) or
other methods such as cognitive maps. For instance, we may apply Causal Chain Analysis (CCA) to
identify digital threats (as an impact of general changes) related to: (a) direct utilization/non-utilization of
digital technologies; or (b) through the use (or non-use) of digital technologies by others that may result in
one or more negative effects for H*, either directly or indirectly.
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These causal models of internal and external digital threats can be seen as cognitive models about
cause-and-effect relationships [90]. Usually, a threat analysis is carried out when incorporating people
from the human system H* or experts concerning this system. This can be done in a transdisciplinary
venture. We want to note that the construction of causal chains for digital threats also provides insight
into the general, non-digital resilience of H* itself and thus is overly appreciated. This is similar to the
general ISO 14000 certification. The SVIDT method takes a specific “digital” perspective, but it can
be meaningfully applied only if the whole system H* is sufficiently understood and acknowledged.
After the single threats are listed separately (including the positioning in the system model and the
actors/actions causing them), we may start with the construction of threat scenarios. We suggest
applying a modified Formative Scenario Analysis [30]. Each threat may be considered an impact factor
that has two levels, i.e., “taking place” and “not taking place”. An important step for reducing
the scenarios is consistency analysis. This analysis sorts out combinations of the occurrence and
non-occurrence of threats that do not fit together. Then, a small set of 5 +/− 2 threat scenarios
(with high consistency) should be selected that represent different clusters (or types) of scenarios.
There are software programs that support this step [91]. We should also note that ideas from Stafford
Beer’s [24] viable system theory, such as identifying threats that must be blocked at any cost, may be
utilized here.

Figure 4 sketches major actions of Steps 6 and 7 for the case presented in Section 3.
In a differentiated analysis, for each of the selected threat scenarios, an exposure assessment and
a sensitivity analysis may follow. The degree/strengths and the likelihood of exposure to a threat scenario
Ti can be assessed in a semiquantitative manner or in a quantitative manner when assigning negative
numerical values/utilities (as outputs) and probabilities for each negative outcome Ok(Ti). For running
a quantitative analysis, the reader may refer to Scholz et al. [2]. For a semiquantitative assessment,
the likelihood of a (well-defined) critical degree of negative impact or outcome can be rated or assessed
by a binary (yes/no) or ordinal Likert-type scale (e.g., with 1 being a very low and 10 a very high
rating). In addition, likelihoods may be attributed on an ordinal scale. For this step, it is often
meaningful to specify the time range (e.g., within the short term vs. the long term). This serves not
only to identify short-term threats but also unintended rebound effects (see Postulate 3 of the HES
framework, S2) and critical tipping points that can result from overburdening the system due to
delayed utilization/over-utilization by digital technologies.

Step 7: Intervention scenarios. If the exposure against critical digital threats has been assessed,
a rating of sensitivity against the different negative outcomes may follow. This is conceptually
challenging and the most important step of the SVIDT method. The goal is to construct a sufficient
set of three to seven threat scenarios that may induce critical, negative outcomes for which we want to
construct intervention scenarios. We suggest that the intervention scenarios be constructed by means of
Formative Scenario Analysis in a participatory process with the main actors [92]. The intervention
scenarios should then serve to improve the adaptive capacity in a short-, mid-, and long-term time
frame. The term formative, i.e., giving form, indicates that the process of constructing scenarios is itself
an important process for capacity building of the system H*. One important part of this step is to
classify interventions as being the assimilation or accommodation type.

Please acknowledge that the above steps not only extend risk management but also change the
perspective as we shift from a priori risk/threat assessment to a posteriori crisis management (see Figure 4).
The idea is to develop coupled digital threat × intervention scenarios and to assess how costly
the (accommodative and assimilative) actions taken are. Naturally, a detailed elaboration and
implementation of the interventions goes beyond the presented semiformal analysis. However,
as presented in Figure 4, the vulnerability analysis can also be performed in a semiquantitative manner.

Step 8: Checking of win–win strategies: If there is an opportunity to include other actors, we may
consider constructing action/intervention scenarios for the main partners and attaining synergies
by constructing win–win (or triple-win or even quadruple-win) strategies. This may be the case
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with suppliers and customers, but competitors might also build an alliance, for instance, a group of
neighboring wine growers could join together in an online marketing venture.
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Step 9: Sustainability assessment. Interventions may require fundamental changes (i.e., a change
in business strategy, new products, and/or other forms of adaptation) that seem to be too costly and
may appear unattractive. Other interventions might seem more attractive economically, but there may
be some doubt about whether they are sufficient. Therefore, we suggest finalizing the vulnerability
assessment with an SPA evaluation (see Table 1). This should start first with a benchmarking of
the current performance to the (supposed) ideal (potential) performance/function(ing) vsust(H∗).
The second step is the system and vulnerability/resilience assessment of each of the systems both
without (i.e., vul(H∗)) and with interventions (i.e., vul(H∗(I(Ti)) or vul(H∗(I(TD)). The third aspect is
whether the interventions contribute to or harm intra- and intergenerational justice. The overall
SPA judgment may be provided quantitatively or qualitatively. For a more thorough analysis,
see Binder et al. [82] or Scholz and Tietje [93].

4. Applying the SVIDT Method

4.1. System Analysis for a Swiss Casino Facing a Transition to Online Gambling

We apply the SVIDT method to legalizing online gambling using the case of one of the 21 publicly
licensed Swiss casinos, which we will call H++. This case is of societal and theoretical interest. As the
subject matter, theoretical background, and methodology may be overly complex, the reader may first
wish to read The Hitchhiker’s Guide to SVIDT (see Appendix A Figure A1).

We refer to the challenge of Swiss casinos using one we call casino H++. A first challenge is to
understand the problem and to perform a system analysis (Steps 1–4 of SVIDT). The transition
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of H++ to online gambling is framed by a draft of a new Swiss Law of Real Money Games
(German: Geldspielgesetz) [94]. This law has passed the consultation step in the Swiss Parliament
including. Currently, in a final step, the operationalizing of Internet censorship of foreign online
gambling providers is discussed [95]. The case is related to major digital threats such as Internet
addiction [8,96]. From the perspective of digital threats, protecting gamblers from the addictive and
putative epigenetic impacts linked to Internet gaming is a key issue in this complex legislative draft.

In 2014, legal casinos (which do not include lotteries and sports betting) provided a revenue of
710 million CHF (given 8.2 million inhabitants), resulting in federal taxes of 336 million CHF [97].
We should note that there is an estimated loss of 300 million CHF among Swiss gamblers abroad, due in
part to an increasing amount of (foreign) online gambling. From 2008 to 2014, revenue decreased by
30.4% due to foreign gamblers’ visits to casinos close to Swiss borders, banning gambling based on
social responsibility, i.e., enforced addiction control, and other reasons (e.g., forbidding smoking);
during the same period, online gambling increased [97]. The latter is not allowed by Swiss providers.
Thus, Swiss casinos—and perhaps also the Swiss government and taxpayers—are facing a digital threat
that is compelling this industry to adapt to an e-business model. All three main subcategories of games,
e.g., the roulette-like and poker-/blackjack-like table games and the most profitable, slot-machine
gambling (which comprises 82% of the revenue), should be offered online.

Online gambling is not yet permitted by Swiss law, but, according to the new draft law on money
games, the licensing of some terrestrial Swiss casinos will be extended to online gambling (Art. 5
and 9; see FDJP 2016a). In order to stay in business, casino H++ has to compete with other Swiss
casinos for an online license. One important decision criterion (besides a solid business plan) is for
the casino to develop a social concept (Art. 74). The (terrestrial and licensed) casinos have to develop
a new business model for online gambling. The realization of the social concept for online gambling will be
a main challenge and criterion for being granted a license by the Swiss Federal Gaming Board (FGB).
Since allowing casino gambling in 2001, Switzerland has developed extensive means, i.e., as a social
concept, for protecting gamblers who participate in conventional gambling. This is unique in the world.
Switzerland is, as far as we know, the world’s leader among countries with legalized money gaming in
regard to protecting people against over-gambling and financial ruin due to addiction or other reasons.
A key objective for the framing agent, the FGB (see Figure 4), is to maintain the standards for terrestrial
gambling and apply them to online gambling. We should note that Art. 84 of the draft law intends to
block access to foreign online gambling providers [95,98,99], such as the viewing of child pornography.

Let us briefly look at the extensive regulations Swiss casinos must follow for non-online gambling.
Slot machines are controlled and have to guarantee a certain payout ratio. Players must register by
passport. (High) Player’s pools have to be observed, and disclosures of income and bank balances
are required if critical observations (e.g., big stakes/pools) are made. A critical question is what these
procedures, including information acquisition from banks, might look like in an online gambling
context. This is part of a social concept for online banking (Art. 8.2, [94]). In the future, casino H++

has to present a convincing concept about how to inform online gamblers about risks with the same
efficacy. Early-recognition tools for identifying endangered players, means of inducing self-control,
limited playing rules, and banning endangered players from casinos in a timely manner should
function with the same efficacy as they do in off-line gambling. This is also of significant importance
for the casino itself. Recently, a Swiss casino was penalized by the Federal Supreme Court with a fine
of about 1.5 million CHF (coming down from a first instance sentence with about five million) due to
an accusation of the FGB. The gambler had not been banned, although the casino must have had clear
evidence that the (expected) losses would be above the (known and extraordinarily high) income that
the player had to reveal to the casino according to the social concept [100].

For a multilevel analysis (see Figures 3 and 4), we first focus on three levels of actors (see Figure 5b),
i.e., gamblers H+, the casino H++, and the framing agents H+++. We consider the gambler-protection
association SOS (e.g., Spielen ohne Sucht Switzerland, in English, Gambling without Addiction) as
an important stakeholder. SOS is not a traditional NGO but a joint initiative between an NGO-like
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organization (i.e., Sucht Schweiz, in English, Addiction Switzerland, a private foundation with
some minor public involvement in 16 Swiss cantons) and a community-based family service of
one Swiss canton (Perspektive Thurgau). In Figure 4, we placed SOS as a stakeholder on the level of
an organization, although it is in some places closely linked to gamblers and their family members
(hierarchy level of the group). In 2012, about 70.6% of all Swiss adults had gambling experience,
and 46.4% gambled for money [101]. The estimates of the number of people demonstrate that critical
or pathological gambling behavior in Switzerland varies between 76,000 [101] and 120,000 [102].
About 43,000 (corresponding to approximately more than 1 of every 150 adult residents of the nation)
were banned by Swiss casinos in 2014 [103]. The hidden social costs of gambling, including lotteries,
amount to 551 to 648 million CHF annually [104,105]. The Swiss Association of Casinos judges the
contribution of the gambling industry to the GDP to amount to five billion CHF. Thus, Swiss society
is facing a delicate trade-off between the costs of gambling (which include personal bankruptcy,
suicide, and risks to health, family, and work as well as procurement crimes) and benefits by income,
employment, etc. One societal threat is that online gambling does not allow for the similar protection
of gamblers that terrestrial gambling does. A threat for the (competing) casino H++ is to develop
a convincing strategy for the social concept that convinces the regulating authority FGB (H+++ in
Figure 4) that the individual gambler H+ is sufficiently protected and that all loopholes (an addicted
player may take advantage of) are closed.
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4.2. Goal Formation

The starting point for an SVIDT analysis is goal formation. Casino H++ has to develop new
technologies, control mechanisms, staff competences, etc. for socially responsible online gambling that
meets the high standards of the social concept. This requires H++ to engage in drastic accommodations
in regard to organization, knowledge, financial planning, etc. The challenge is to develop a business
plan for responsible and sustainable online gambling that provides a high profit (which in is the interest
of the owners, mostly communities). The application of an SVIDT analysis should help determine
whether the casino should apply for the license and what next step or steps to take if (a) it does not
apply, (b1) it applies but does not receive a license, and (b2) it applies and is granted a concession.

The supply chain consists of “all parties involved, directly or indirectly, in fulfilling a customer
request” [106]. The supply chain of conventional casinos is simple (Figure 5a). The main upstream party
is the mechanical, electromechanical, and electronic gambling-machine providers (see Figure 4a,b).
Slot machines have to fulfill certain criteria of the FGB (e.g., reliably meeting a payout ratio).
The simulation of reliable (i.e., fair) and transparent probabilities for payout rates (which calls for
proper control mechanisms that allow regulatory bodies as well as players to recognize that the
proclaimed probabilities are fulfilled) is an important aspect. One may speculate whether gambling
software including the survey of Big Data (e.g., about the characteristics of poker gamblers, payoff rates
of machines) will become a new business sector and part of the supply chain (see Figure 4b).

4.3. Multilevel SVIDT Analysis Applied to Online Transitioning of the SWISS CASINO H++

Figure 5b presents Casino H++ in the middle box. H++ is a company. Other casinos are the
main actors on the daily market. Only current terrestrial casinos are allowed to apply for licenses
to provide online gambling. Therefore, there will be few future Swiss online providers Hint−on m

(0 ≤ m ≤ NCH = 21) and a large number of (already existing) European and international online
casinos (1 ≤ j ≤ Nint−on), which are currently illegal), illegal Swiss gambling joints (0 ≤ l ≤ Nill),
and H++ foreign casinos (close to the border) among the competitors. Naturally, there are some
international players, such as the Court of Justice and Policy of the European Union and the committees
of the European Union on social regulations and online gambling, that may react to planned action
(e.g., the [100] restriction of online access). We do not address these players here.

The most important challenges (and digital threats) for H++ are to present a convincing,
comparably strong social concept for online gambling and to prepare (i.e., to develop adaptive capacity)
for the event that certain processes do not work well (i.e., the above-mentioned banning of Internet
access to foreign Internet providers) or that gamblers find digital loopholes and play abroad; or other
digital threats.

4.4. From Strengths and Weaknesses to Threat and Intervention Scenarios

After Steps 3 and 4 (see Figure 3), casino H++ has to check its human resources, financial power,
competiveness, etc. related to digital threats. Typical questions here are as follows:

• How is the organizational structure to be changed?
• Do staff possess sufficient knowledge to be prepared to run an online business, including

management of Big Data?
• What (international) online-gaming software providers may economically implement a Swiss,

social-concept-tailored Internet platform for managing and monitoring gaming?
• What human resources are needed to design procedures for a social concept? Should NGOs or

organizations such as SOS or other experts/researchers be included?
• Do we have the right connections with competitors or stakeholders to balance precompetitive

joint lobbying (e.g., for collaborating with banks) and competition for getting an online license?

In the course of answering these questions, H++ may determine digital threats (see Step 6 of the
SVIDT method). This is done exemplarily in Table 2. All single threats tk (k = 1, . . . , K), such as the
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further reduction of hall gambling after legalization and the situation of online gambling (t1) and
the functioning of banning international online gambling (t2, see Table 2, have to be identified first.
As some banks are currently under public control because of profitability (due to the reduction of
hall gambling), H++ has to determine whether it can afford to apply (given the risk of the proposal
being declined, t3,). Finally, the quality of the social concept for online gambling will be “the” critical
selection criterion. The casino has to decide whether it has the competence and adequate financial
means to prepare the application (t4), whether it can afford to apply in the event that its proposal is
denied (t5), etc.

We do not go into all the technical details of constructing and selecting consistent threat scenarios
here (see Scholz and Tietje, 2002, Chapter 5). However, for facilitating applications, we present
consistent formal definitions and describe a template for the application. The reader should refer to
Figure 3 when reading the subsequent text. A threat scenario Tj (see column “Constructing threat
scenarios”) is characterized by a complete combination of levels of all K impact factors. For defining
the levels of impact factors (e.g., “1” means low threat, “2” means high threat), we assume that the
levels are numbered by an index r = 1, 2, 3, . . . , R. Then, for a threat scenario Tj each (single)
threat tk shows a specific (intensity) level rk,j. Thus, the threat scenario Tj may formally read

Tj =
(

t1,r1,j . . . , ti,rk,j , . . . , tK,rK,j

)
.

Table 2. (a) Digital threats tk for a Swiss casino H++ (b) in the transition to online gambling.
For nomenclature, see text.

Label Threat for a Swiss Casino H++ Levels (r = 1, 2) Key Questions for
Identifying Interventions

t1

Critical decline of pre-tax profit
after legalizing Swiss
online gambling.

r = 1: <x%
r = 2: ≥x%

How does a business plan look
with reduced demand for
terrestrial gambling if no online
concession is received (a, b1) or if
a concession is received (b2)?

t2
How does the banning of foreign
Internet access function?

r = 1: well-functioning
r = 2 : not functioning

What levels of reduction can be
met with what means? By what
promotion might we get what
share of gamblers and what
gaming sum?

t3

Investment for successfully
introducing online gambling is
beyond the possibility/capacity of
the casino.

r = 1: yes
r = 2: no

If one’s own capacity is too small,
who might become
a business partner?

t4

Costs and conceptualizing
an application for an online
license (including a social license),
given (*) a decline of the proposal
by FGB, are too high.

r = 1: too high to survive;
r = 2: feasible

If 1, who is a potential partner for
a joint application?

t5

Costs for practicing/running
a social concept for
online monitoring.

r = 1: feasible;
r = 2: too high to survive

Can you build an alliance with
other casinos?

. . .

tk . . .

tk+1

(Swiss) Banks do not cooperate in
the monitoring of
endangered gamblers.

+/− What alliances/laws/decrees
are needed?

. . .

tK . . . . . .
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Each threat scenario Tj may provide different relevant outcomes On, n = 1, . . . , N whose valuation
we call vn

(
Tj
)
. Depending on the likelihood of the threat scenario (i.e., exposure) and the profile of

valued outcomes (i.e., sensitivity), which are mostly negative, a small set of 3–7 threat scenarios
TIntervention =

{
TI1 , TI2 , . . . , TI1

}
for which intervention scenarios should be constructed have to

be selected.
The construction of intervention scenarios Im

(
Tj
)
, m = 1, . . . , M formally resembles the

construction of threat scenarios. In a first step, facing the selected threat scenarios, possible single
interventions are identified. Then, these are composed as “threat scenarios”. Here, the art is to construct
a small, reliable set of consistent scenarios that sufficiently represent the frame of possible actions.
This is a common challenge of scenario construction that can be supported by computer programs [91].
The interventions and the intervention scenarios should be valuated (roughly) for costs and benefits.

The final step is to classify and prioritize the intervention scenarios (see Figure 4) and to identify
short-, mid-, and long-term intervention scenarios that reduce risk (exposure and sensitivity) and
increase adaptive capacity.

5. Discussion: Vulnerability Assessment as Part of Sustainability Assessment

5.1. The Problem/Challenge

Machines promise faster and cheaper ways of performing what human beings do.
Digital technologies transform how we work and live. They provide new business worlds and
health care systems, and they augment human sensory systems. The Internet of Things (IoT) allows
these to take place on all scales, from sensors on microprocesses (e.g., about physiological functions)
to cloud-based Big Data structures that may be used to describe global processes. From a biological
perspective, we encounter visions of the 3D printing of human bones and tissues that are, seemingly,
overly optimistic and naïve. In addition, there are new forms and qualities of machine-to-machine
and other innovations [107]. These examples strongly suggest that humankind’s creation of digital
environments has the potential to result in new forms of human environment interactions and of
human life.

Human systems today, and those of tomorrow, can interact with digital environments in a form
that is evolutionarily unknown. This takes place on all levels of human systems, from the cell whose
processes can be diagnosed and manipulated up to the human species, which becomes a networked
real-time mind. Digital environments allow for the tremendous augmentation of human senses such as
visualizing nanoparticles or virtually visiting other planets. However, as innovation includes creative
destruction [108], we have to acknowledge that any innovation is Janus-faced. This is also why this
paper presents a method for how the potential vulnerabilities of human systems can be approached
and managed in order to prevent unnecessary and unwanted “hard landings”.

From a history of knowledge and science perspective (see [8]), there are few key inventions
of the mind (such as the place value of numbers, Boolean algebra, and simulation by smart
algorithms) or breakthroughs in technological developments (such as the mastery of the electron
that launched the creation of ED) that may store, process, retrieve, and network seemingly unlimited
amounts of digital information with tremendous speed that may be used independently of any
geographic constraints. From an evolutionary perspective, the mastery of cell processes by digital
technology (including genetically modified organisms and biocomputers), the tremendous amount of
storage (including retrieval and processing), and real-time global networking herald a new level of
evolution. Key challenges of digital threat management include the complexity, the multilayeredness,
and horizontal and vertical Internetting; the speed of change and dissemination; the incomplete
knowledge of human systems; and the tremendous potential for disruption. Problems like these
call for soft-systems methodology such as procedure and capacity building for strong adaptation
(accommodation). The presented SVIDT method relies on this method and on more than two decades
of experience with transdisciplinary transitioning. It is genuinely designed for the digital-threat
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management of companies, but it can also be applied to other levels of H and non-digital threats of
similar ontology.

5.2. The Conceptual Framework

We show (see Table 1) that vulnerability is complementary to resilience and thus a key part of
sustainability. Vulnerability includes adaptive capacity as a main component [2,50] and extends risk
assessment in multiple ways. Adaptive capacity changes the decision makers’ perspectives from pre
to post with respect to the occurrence of negative impacts of threats. The method suggests thinking
ahead about what has to be done if the potential negative impacts of digital threats become real.
Thus, the presented method can be considered a blueprint for assessing and managing the digital
threats to a human system H* in order to sustain viability. This is accomplished from the perspective
that intervention strategies for coping with negative impacts are developed for a small set of threat
scenarios. We have mentioned that this selection of scenarios is a key concept of SVIDT. The challenge
here is to select a set of threat and intervention scenarios that are sufficiently large and diverse that
a specific human system H* knows what to do to maintain viability. Here, concepts such as the
satisficing principle [109] and Brunswik’s vicarious mediation [110] are important. The sets of scenarios
must be sufficiently large to identify all relevant interventions and selected in such a way that if a single
threat or intervention is missing, the other (selected one) is sufficient for successful adaptation.

The SVIDT method has been described in the text and in figures with various degrees of
abstraction. One important idea is to utilize both for threats and interventions, the ideas of Formative
Scenario Analysis [30] in which a scenario is perceived as a complete combination of levels of impact
factors that, in their simplest form, have two levels: “taking place” and “not taking place”. We may
note that, in addition, ideas from Beer’s [24] viable system theory, such as identifying threats that must
be blocked at any cost, may be utilized here.

The vulnerability concept is embedded in an evaluation concept that has been transferred from
an ecological system analysis (BEPA) by including the aspect of intra- and intergenerational justice [54].
There is much evidence [111–113] that the Digital Revolution induces a digital divide rather than
equity in regard to knowledge and income. Here, a critical question is what ownership, control, access,
and knowledge a human system H has about the environmental system ED.

The HES framework (see Supplementary S1) is conceived as a basic conceptual tool that helps
to reduce the complexity of coupled HES. It does not only allow for a concise definition of different
types of environments (e.g., abiotic vs. biotic; biophysical vs. sociocultural epistemic) for properly
describing the effects of ED on different types and layers of H and vice versa. Rather, the postulates of
the framework (e.g., the conception of the level hierarchy postulates P2 and P3) or the decision theoretic
(P4 and P5) provide a common language and thus allow for the traceability and the replicability of the
presented SVIDT method.

If we reflect on the weaknesses of the presented framework, one may argue that the agency of
digital structures or networks has not been sufficiently acknowledged. This is due to the decision
theoretic perspective and the focus on human interventions. The presented framework includes digital
systems as an important component of the environment, but it postulates that these systems can only
be properly utilized based on human systems’ decisions and behaviors.

5.3. Strengths and Limits of the Proposed SVIDT Method

The proposed method links a (coupled) HES system analysis and a vulnerability assessment
including the construction and evaluation of intervention strategies. The method has multiple
methodological roots such as formative scenario analysis, integrated risk assessment, and utility
function-based evaluation of strategies, among others. The application of the methods in the frame
of SVIDT is usually semiquantitative in nature and not based on real numbers. Thus, the proposed
framework should rather be considered as scaffolding that directs different steps of semiquantitative
assessments that help analysts acquire insights into the necessary assimilations (i.e., soft adaptations)
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and the more thorough accommodations. This is in line with other soft-operational research techniques;
the problem structuring and the support of decisions are main objectives [22,42,114–117].

We have stressed in various places that SVIDT can be best applied when collaborating with actors
from the specific system H* that becomes the subject of analysis. The incorporation of stakeholders
(who are incorporated in the multilevel analysis) can also be achieved effectively in transdisciplinary
processes whose products are the development of socially robust solutions for a “sustainable and
resilient relationship with ED” [31,46].

The specific ontology of digital threats (see Section 5.1) refers not only to uncertainty
(in knowledge) but also to ignorance. This is well reflected in the distinction between specified and
general resilience. Whereas specified resilience refers to known threats, general resilience means
an ability to cope with the unknown. We may question whether, by applying the proposed SVIDT
method, we improve the analyst’s and the specific human system H*’s capacity to cope with unknown
digital threats. There are two arguments here. First, by increasing the adaptive capacity, etc., of a system
H*, the system itself becomes less vulnerable to some of the unknown threats. Second, the capacity
of analysts and members of H* to cope with presently unknown risks is improved by working with
SVIDT and being able to apply it. Thus, the SVIDT method is a tool that successfully strengthens the
capacity of human systems to meaningfully utilize the opportunities of the digital world.

6. Conclusions

The proposed SVIDT method supports strategy formation for constructing intervention scenarios
that increase the resilience of coupled human–digital environment systems. SVIDT goes beyond
conventional risk management. It focuses not only on the magnitude and likelihood of exposure and
sensitivity but also on the system’s ability to increase the adaptive capacity of a specific system H* of
interest. The application of SVIDT should help to identify disruptive transitions and to prepare human
systems for hard, accommodation-like adaptations that call for new material, behavioral, cognitive,
organizational, and operative structures.

The method is designed to deal with the ambiguity due to uncertainty and the unknown about
future digital settings. Given the vast amount of social, natural, and engineering knowledge that is
needed to gain insights into societal and technological changes, we suggest that SVIDT works best
when the practitioners, i.e., representatives of H*, participate in the process of applying the method,
that is, in a transdisciplinary process.

There is a vast set of digital threats related to the rapid, ubiquitous, and economically
obvious and overly beneficial spread of digital technologies that may intelligently support the
fulfillment of human needs on all levels and activities of human systems. A challenge is that all
ED rapidly induce evolutionary new forms of augmented communication among human systems
and their abiotic environments (including smart conventional digital systems), human systems,
and presumably enhanced biotic environments (such as digitally equipped beings and systems or
biocomputers), and new forms of interaction among smart machines with other smart machines.
The presented method may help to better cope with disruptions in the forthcoming ontogenetic and
phylogenetic development.
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Appendix A

When applying the nine steps of the SVIDT method or when reading through the Swiss casino
case, the reader may have difficulties understanding how the many theoretical concepts presented
in Section 1 of Part 2 and the Propositions of Scholz (2016) [8] can be meaningfully used. This holds
particularly true for readers who are not literate in the HES framework (see Scholz, 2011) [65],
vulnerability analysis (Scholz et al., 2015) [2], or methods of complex case study such as BEPA
(see Scholz and Tietje, 2002 [30]; Scholz and Steiner, 2015, a, b [31,46]).

In this case, the reader might benefit from using “The Hitchhiker’s Guide to SVIDT”. This is
not a work of science fiction comedy such as Douglas Adams’s books, which involved looking for
a cyberspace bypass. We just want to look ahead for a specific human system. Here, we take one of the
Swiss gambling casinos that want to engage in an online-gambling enterprise. The casino is challenged
by the exceptional goals of the Swiss government to establish socially responsible and sustainable
gambling (see the upper left part of the guide). The social concept for players (which is promoted by
some NGOs; see Part 4) has to become subject to the world of future legal Swiss gambling.

The right column (“the theory”) shows where the proposed theoretical milestones of analyzing,
designing, and developing sustainable digital environments can be utilized in the different steps of
SVIDT. Thus, the hitchhiker’s guide links the real-world problem with the theory of a sustainable
digital environment and the SVIDT method, which may be considered a tool for establishing a resilient
partnership with digital technologies, i.e., sustainable HEDS.
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